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Introduction

My exploration of high school football started in 2012 when I moved to the 8th
Ward of New Orleans for an artist residency with St Roch Community Church. I arrived
in New Orleans to find that my apartment and studio overlooked a park where the St
Roch Crusaders football teams, with kids as young as six years old, practiced daily from
the dismissal of school until well into the night. New Orleans appeared to be the perfect
setting to explore my interest in youth sports and its connections to larger socio-political
discussions. I was very fortunate to connect with a number of high school football teams
through acquaintances. I am particularly grateful for the hospitality of Byron Addison, the
coach of the George Washington Carver Rams, a historic school with a storied football
program in the 9th Ward. I attended practices in the punishing August sun through the
brisk and dark evenings of late November and December. I stood on the sidelines with
the team on those electric Friday and Saturday nights and witnessed stadiums filled with
parents and proud alumni decked out in various hues of green and orange embroidered
Carver hoodies and t-shirts with heat-pressed images of their sons, grandsons, and
nephews on the team.

The work began as straightforward portraiture. The uniforms of the players made the
young men appear regal as well as menacing, and also a little silly. Like a child wearing
its father's shoes, the adolescent bodies of the boys jangled inside the hard plastic and
padding of their equipment. Over the past three years the portrait project transitioned
into a fascination with the ancillary accoutrement and pomp of the games: the colors and
materials of the uniforms and banners, the orchestration of the marching bands and
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choreography of the dance teams, the homemade personalized gear to honor loved
ones on the field. During one particularly memorable senior night for Landry-Walker High
School, a proud mom took a photo with her son while wearing a calf-length jersey dress
printed all-over with digitally collaged images of her son’s highlights on the football field.
The level of love poured into that garment brought to mind other sub-cultures where
highly developed visual artistry flourished, be it Mardi Gras Indians in New Orleans, drag
queens, or Mexican- American lowriders across the Southwest. In speaking about the
dedication of a lowrider acquaintance to his current car customization, author Ben
Chappell expresses his surprise at “the extensive and detailed thought Albert was
putting into color, design and texture. Though Albert may not have claimed any special
status as an ‘artist,’ his imaginative work and the execution to come was not typical of
car ownership as I knew it.”1 Likewise, few of these football fans I witnessed considered
themselves artists, but I realized that I may never make anything as honest and powerful
as what these people created to celebrate their loved ones. My art seeks to honor the
underappreciated work of these makers as well as propose a return to a more communal
function of art. More than only representing my personal thoughts and perspectives, my
works serve as banners, flags, and crests to represent and speak for other groups, and
potentially as altar pieces, monuments, or sacred fires around which people can gather.

Ben Chappell, “Inside Out: The Ambivalent Aesthetics of Lowrider Interiors," In Lowrider Space:
Aesthetics and Politics of Mexican American Custom Cars (Austin: University of Texas Press,
2014), 79.
1
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KNEEL
Returning to a Communal Function of Art Through High School Football

Playing Both Ways

During a game this past fall I came to the realization that little Justin London, a kid from
my neighborhood that I have known for about six years, now a junior slot receiver for G.
W. Carver, may be one of the few kids dreaming of a career in the NFL with the talent to
get there. Justin performed with the genius of Mozart on both the offensive and
defensive side of the field, making one spectacular play after the next, including a diving
interception worthy of Sportscenter. Justin yelled at the top of his lungs and beat his
chest as he high-stepped to the sideline, where his teammates adorned him with the
Carver Championship Belt, a pro wrestling-style revolving trophy passed amongst the
players after someone makes a stunning play. Justin wears the belt often. Performing on
both offense and defense – a rarity in football called “playing both ways” –
metaphorically explains the seeming visual dissimilitude from piece to piece in my artistic
production. My work bounces between explicitly depicting and dissecting the figure, to
more geometric, text-based pieces, and works simulating high school sports
paraphernalia and accoutrement. Despite the disparity, they share a conceptual heart.

Increasingly, the use of the figure in my work, while a place of comfort and confidence
within my practice, places both my voice as an artist as well as my models in a
vulnerable position. The figurative works allow me to more aggressively stake a position
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or promote a more precise narrative within a particular piece (the offensive side of my
analogy). But often this specific narrative can feel limiting to the myriad of interpretations
and functions I desire for the work. Additionally, I fear that my work explicitly depicting
young black football players runs the risk of adding to the surplus of objectifying images
of the black male body in popular culture. My interest in high school athletes started as a
form of self-portraiture: me finding versions of my younger self in the young men on the
teams, as well as a conversation with my actual neighbors in the 8th Ward of New
Orleans. As I go to games and pop in and out of practice, robotically snapping reference
photos, I increasingly function like the dispassionate journalists and calculating
market-driven interests that my work seeks to interrogate. No better than the NFL, or
ESPN, or Nike, am I also objectifying the black male body for my own gains? This
tension previously arose in a conversation with the performance artist Dave McKenzie, in
which he encouraged, “You do not have to depict the black body to depict the black
body.”2 A similar sentiment was shared by female performance artists at its onset,
skeptical of the continued male gaze upon female body even within the work of female
artists. Christine Ross explains that, “the anti-essentialist feminist argument was
preoccupied by the gendered structuring of the gaze in modern and contemporary visual
culture, whereby women systematically occupy the position of to-be-looked-at-ness,” and
thusly they became “suspicious of any representation of the female body and favored
avant-gardist distancing strategies.”3 My move to more abstract, non-representational
work represents my own “distancing” strategy. The evolution of Hank Willis Thomas’s
2

Dave McKenzie, Conversation with Artist . June 2017. During a studio visit and conversation
with McKenzie, upon seeing the preliminary drawings and reference images for upcoming works
which incorporated actual images of black professional athletes, McKenzie suggested less literal
possibilities for exploring the ways sports media objectifies the black body.
3
Christine Ross, "The Paradoxical Bodies of Contemporary Art," In A Companion to
Contemporary Art Since 1945, edited by Amelia Jones, 379-96. (Malden: Blackwell Publishing,
2006), 381.
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work provides a blueprint for engaging with the black body, particularly around athletics,
while not further inflicting violence on one’s subject. Thomas’s B®anded series (Figure
2) from the mid aughts saw the artist fastidiously staging photos of black athletes in
ambiguous poses that recall either a moment within a game or a reality of life from
slavery, with Nike signs branded into the flesh or Spalding basketballs literally chained to
the legs of the subjects. The overt message rings clearly, that despite the glamour and
money, professional athletics represents a modern day system of disenfranchisement for
African Americans. It echoes the message of William C. Rhoden’s book, 40 Million Dollar
Slaves. Thomas’s next body of work, his Unbranded series (Figure 3), takes the opposite
route, appropriating a large existing archive of advertisements directed to and starring
black people and delicately removing all text and branding. In talking about Thomas’s
decision to stop the B®anded series and move to the Unbranded works Robert Hobbs
recounts:
Thomas stopped this series, however, when he decided that its overall premises
were too subjective and idiosyncratic, he decided that he wanted his art to rise
above the personal in order to reveal the ideological filters of corporate
advertising that, in the interests of selling products, projects its images of desire
on the bodies and lives of African-Americans in both blatant and subtle ways.4
The Unbranded series subtly allows a more exhaustive and macro contemplation on the
vast corporate machinery behind marketing to black audiences, instead of a project that
easily equates pro sports with slavery. My switch to a less figurative, mixed-media, and
abstract practice, similarly opens a more expansive existence for my work. Icons and
team logos, whether the captive panther in LET ME OUT MY CAGE or second hand

Robert Hobbs, “Looking B(l)ack: Reflections of White Racism,” in 30 Americans: Rubell Family
Collection (Miami: Rubell Family Collection, 2008), 32.
4
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jerseys and t-shirts with their utilitarian history and actual iconography, stand in for
specific persons and invite viewers to see themselves within the work.

Figure 1. Hank Willis Thomas.
Basketball & Chain. 2003.From the
B®anded Series.

Figure 2. Hank Willis Thomas. Liberation of
T.O.: “I’m not goin’ back to work for massa’ in
that darned field!” 2003/2005, 2005. From the
Unbranded Series.

Hank Willis Thomas and I join a long list of black artists intrigued by the ambiguities and
challenges embedded in the Black American athlete as a subject. The boxing works of
Jean-Michel Basquiat and his piercing drawing Famous Negro Athletes (Figure 4) come
to mind. Looking at the work of Henry Taylor depicting olympian Carl Lewis jumping from
what looks like a barbed wire prison yard over a suburban white picket fence, Naima J.
Keith describes the painting, The Long Jump by Carl Lewis (Figure 3), as showcasing,
“the opportunities that sports have afforded many African American men.” She
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continues, “Lewis jumps from a possible fate to a more promising future.”5 However,
Keith further explains the harsh truth behind such myths of advancement through sports.
In a work about Jesse Owens by Taylor, Keith laments that, “despite being the most
successful athlete in the Olympics that year, [Owens] was never invited to Franklin
Delano Roosevelt’s White House.”6 Taylor and Basquiat’s images of athletes get to the
core of this state of limbo for the black athlete. Jordana Moore Saggese writes that
Basquiat’s “personal interest in the inevitable tragedy of the black athlete may have been
due in part to his desire to avoid the same trappings and abuse of celebrity.”7
Undoubtedly, these artists see parallels between the lives of these famous black athletes
and their own careers and reputations within the largely white art world, which manifests
itself in the formal styles of their work. Both Taylor and Basquiat ambivalently reject, yet
coyly embrace and employ notions of the primitive or outsider artist in their work.
Regarding Henry Taylor’s negotiation of outsider aesthetics, Keith confirms that, like
many black folk artists, Taylor’s works, “feature simply defined shapes and concentrated
compositions in which thoughts of the past, fanciful narratives, and observations of
African American cultural experiences coalesce….which situate him in a particular
lineage of African American artists who straddle the line between outsider and insider.”8
Michelle Wallace adds that, “All African-American artists have been considered outsiders
both to African-American culture and European-American culture for a very long time.”9

Naima J. Keith, “Henry Taylor: Troubling Outsider,” in Henry Taylor, (Long Island City, NY:
MoMA PS1, 2014), 103.
6
Naima J. Keith, “Henry Taylor: Troubling Outsider,” 103.
7
Jordana Moore Saggese, Reading Basquiat: Exploring Ambivalence in American Art, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2014), 31. Saggese in this passages references Olu Oguibe in
“Represent’n: The Young Generation in African American Art”
8
Naima J. Keith, “Henry Taylor: Troubling Outsider,” 103.
9
Michele Wallace, “The African Sublime,” in 30 American: Rubell Family Collection (Miami:
Rubell Family Collection, 2008), 26.
5
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Perhaps Taylor and Basquiat, and earlier giants Jacob Lawrence and Romare Bearden,
embrace this aesthetic that links them with marginalized folk traditions in acceptance of
the fact that they will never be fully accepted by mainstream culture.

Figure 3. The Long Jump by Carl Lewis. 2010.

Like Taylor and Basquiat the drawing aspects of the figure in my work 2 Phones remain
unfinished and sketchy, as opposed to preliminary sketches and collaged maquettes for
the work in which the rendering of the figure stands fully realized. Like the erratic
scribbling of the portraits in Basquiat’s Famous Negro Athletes the unresolved and naive
presentation of the drawing serves as both an acknowledgement of the black athlete and
black artist’s persistent second-class status despite their achievements, and, like Hank
Willis Thomas in his Unbranded s eries, my personal refusal to add any more sensuously
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drawn, fetishizing depictions of the black body to the surplus that exists already across
medias. Works like 2 Phones and a related work (left out of the final thesis exhibition) I
Want My Spot Back contain a central figure dissected and reassembled. Hand drawn
moments of painting and drawing swap with recycled pieces of clothing and mass
produced billboard advertisements. In a manner akin to Mickalene Thomas’s use of
collage to mash artist historical references into contemporary ruminations on the
construction of black and female identity, my collage process metaphorically depicts the
myriad outside influences on identity that the football players I observed juggled daily,
from family pressures, to team responsibilities, to overtures from colleges and corporate
interests.

Figure 4. Jean-Michel Basquiat. Famous Negro Athletes. 1981
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Mr. Football

In writing about the oxidation paintings of Andy Warhol, Keith Hartley confirms, “Warhol
always uses the forms or substances from the real world. The urine is real urine, the
semen is real semen. And such substances have powerful connotations.”10 Not in
competition with Warhol or other artists using actual bodily fluids, the real body does
however reassert itself in my work through the use of second-hand clothing. In Never
The Same Player actual game worn football pants make up a significant part of the
composition. While not directly referencing specific persons, the viewer can surmise that
a real football player wore those pants, was tackled in them, regularly out washed the
mud and grass stains, and eventually added them to the pile of old clothes on their way
to Goodwill and Bloomin’ Deals where I regularly procure my materials. The material
ambiguity embedded in the football uniform represents the tension between my personal
attraction and revulsion to the game, and the levity and peril that saturate each work.
Shiny satins, lycra, and spandex – the materials of the football uniform – share most of
their material DNA with a gaudy party dress. The lush materials, however, enclose an
intricate system of rigid pads covering the quadriceps, hips, knees and coccyx, assuring
football fans that this fancy getup will do much more than dance. Making the comparison
even stronger, during homecoming game festivities, the honored members on the
football team (either Mr. Football, or Mr. Junior, or the coveted title of Mr. Senior) wear
satin sashes and rhinestone encrusted crowns not unlike the sash and tiara of the prom
king and queen.

Keith Hartley, “Andy Warhol: Abstraction,” In Andy Warhol, the Last Decade, (Milwaukee:
DelMonico Books/Prestel, 2009), 64.
10
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Obviously, the performance of hypermasculinity dominates the football field, but
moments of gender and sexual ambiguity permeate the aesthetics of the game; from the
strutting of the players, the high socks and form-fitting uniforms, the excessive
accessories, to peculiar dieting and grooming regimens. A friend in college on the
football team would shave his legs before games to make the removal of ankle tape less
painful, which calls to mind the routines of drag queens waxing their pubic hair before
the arduous task of taping and tucking their genitals. The gender ambiguity of football
presents itself most overtly in October, during breast cancer awareness month. Started
by the NFL in partnership with the Susan G. Komen Foundation, every high school
player enthusiastically swaps their normal socks, towels, wristbands, cleats, and other
accessories for hot pink versions of the same. The switch speaks more overtly to these
youngsters’ idolization of the professionals than any deep conviction about fighting
breast cancer, but the fervor that energizes this month of dress-up portrays a dandyism
that describes the mood and style of the black high school football player. Amelia Jones
describes the dandy – emerging out of the dehumanizing and anti-individual industrial
revolution of eighteenth-century Europe – as a figure that survives the “threat to
individualism” by “performing himself, adopting and playing out an anti-bourgeois identity
such that he distinguishes himself from the crowd.” Jones goes on to say, “the dandy
defines himself against the grain of conventional masculinity. Ironically, the feminized
dandy wields ‘personal style like a weapon’ against the onslaught of depersonalizing
capitalism.”11 Like the character Jones describes, the figures at the center of 2 Phones
and I Want My Spot Back have amended their uniforms with layers of personally
curated, brightly colored accessories less as an expression of any sexual stance and
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Amelia Jones. "'Clothes Make the Man': The Male Artist as a Performative Function," (Oxford
Art Journal 18, no. 2, 1995), 21. Note: Jones quotes Hollander, Seeing through Clothes, 228.
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more as an assertion of individuality in the midst of an anti-individual team ethos. Monica
L. Miller speaks more specifically about black dandyism, and in particular that of the
black athlete acknowledging that:
For the football player, donning the outsized baseball hat modified out of its
functionality to become a fashion accessory at once establishes individuality
within a group of teammates and belonging to an urban, edgy subgroup of black
athletes who, along with hip-hop and rap musicians, have been instrumental in
transforming sports clothing into a billion-dollar fashion industry.12
The expressive dress of the athlete simultaneously asserts individuality, links one to a
history of black people using style as a mode of personal and communal uplift, and
serves as a reminder to larger capitalist forces that black style and charisma remain the
lifeblood of their industries. Fashion and style in the black community serve as places to
experiment with new possibilities of identity outside of the narrow options witnessed
regularly. About the paintings of costumed black women by Mickalene Thomas, Robert
Hobbs writes, “Thomas’s….females elaborate on the elasticity of the art of
self-presentation (fashion) in the many looks assumed by one individual.”13 And in
looking specifically at the work Hotter than July, Hobbs continues, “This latter work refers
to the open-ended, playful attitude toward new and different types of identity that can be
tried out within the safe confines of the kitsch bedrooms and dens in which her figures
are sequestered.”14 Like the kitsch interiors for Thomas’s models, the football team and
field stand in as a similar “safe space,” providing the freedom to try on new identities for
the high school football player.

Monica L. Miller. Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black Diasporic Identity.
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 3.
13
Robert Hobbs, “Looking B(l)ack: Reflections of White Racism,” in 30 Americans: Rubell Family
Collection (Miami: Rubell Family Collection, 2008), 37.
14
Robert Hobbs, “Looking B(l)ack: Reflections of White Racism,” in 30 Americans: Rubell Family
Collection, 37.
12
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Taller In Real Life

More than thinking about how the individual football player adorns and presents their
own bodies, I want each work to force viewers into a more conscious reckoning with their
own bodiliness; to stretch out their arms in comparison to the width of a piece; to resist
or succumb to the urge to touch a particular work. I use shiny or reflective materials,
whether iridescent, glossy automotive paint, plastisol screen printing ink, or slick vinyl.
My preoccupation with the viewer’s perception of themselves connects with Michael
Fried’s original assessment of Minimalism in Art and Objecthood, stating that the
minimalist “sensibility is theatrical because, to begin with, it is concerned with the actual
circumstances in which the beholder encounters literalist work….Everything counts—not
as part of the object, but as part of the situation in which its objecthood is established
and on which that objecthood at least partly depends.”15 The work LET ME OUT MY
CAGE cascades and ripples down the wall, light shimmering across the satiny fabric,
and forces audiences to move around the piece to intake all of its details. The 45 degree
angle of the sculptural work Never The Same Player coaxes the viewer to cock their
heads to parallel the tilt of the piece or to duck under to view the side of the piece in
shadow. Perhaps this shift to less explicitly figurative work represents my attempt to
challenge myself formally by not relying on representational drawing, often a strength
and possibly a crutch in my work. Moving towards making more sculptural work, for
example Never The Same Player, allows me to work on objects that more honestly tap
into my interests in materials and different modes of making. The voluminous presence
of Never The Same Player and the myriad of different processes involved in its

15

Michael Fried, “Art and Objecthood,” (1967), 3,4.
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construction – from screen printing, to upholstery, to welding – speak to the physicality of
the young football players at the heart of the work. Beyond the strenuousness of their
sport, these young men daily negotiate grueling practices, the poking and prodding of
team doctors and trainers, and the dissecting gaze of coaches, scouts, fans, and
opponents.

Varsity Letters

Through the use of text, both specific phrases and incoherent fragments excised from
billboards or altered clothing, I look to create a shared experience with the viewer that
lasts beyond their time perceiving a physical piece. Like the Fluxus Event Scores of La
Monte Young or George Brecht, the performative and temporally capacious quality of
language animates my continued utilization of text. Speaking about the temporal
versatility and power of language in the Event Scores of Brecht, Liz Kotz writes,
“Brecht’s most interesting scores reduce language to a kind of object, and yet also
establish it as a kind of repeatable, replaceable structure, open to unlimited,
unforeseeable realizations.”16 In a work like LET ME OUT MY CAGE, illustrated directly
from the chants of the Carver cheerleaders and band, I want the words to resound in the
brains of the viewer long after they leave the presence of the actual object. This
particular phrase, with its use of the possessive determiner “My” serves as a form of
self-portraiture, my own individual shout to be freed from any number of constricting
systems; as well as the larger group’s collective chant for shared emancipation. In this
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Liz Kotz, "Post-Cagean Aesthetics and the "Event" Score," (2001), 88.
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way the work functions like the text-based works of Barbara Kruger, Christopher Wool,
and in particular Glenn Ligon. His work, Give Us a Poem (Figure 5), visualizes
Muhammad Ali’s famous retort to the request by a fan to “give us a poem,” to which Ali
responded simply, “Me, We.” In looking at the work Franklin Sirmans writes, “the ideas
made physical by Give Us A Poem, its terse embodiment of variations of Du Bois’
conundrum of double consciousness, have run like a current through much of Ligon’s
practice – me v. we, the individual versus the collective.”17

Figure 5. Glenn Ligon. Give Us A Poem. 2007

This reproducibility of language and its ability to simultaneously project personal and
collective resonance ties into my insistence on working with text in conjunction with the
sewn object. My process, which involves designing and then working closely from very
detailed sewing patterns, allows me to create objects that through their handmade rigor

Franklin Sirmans, “Me We,” In Glenn Ligon: America, (Whitney Museum of American Art,
2011), 66.
17
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retain the aura of a singular work of art while also embracing the potential of
reproducibility. In The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility, Walter
Benjamin warns that the reproducibility of art substitutes a “mass existence” for a
“unique existence” by detaching the artwork from tradition.18 Benjamin, thinking mostly of
photography and film, appears to be overlooking the ability of many craft traditions and
also various modes of printmaking to juggle reproducibility with human made touch and
the aura of originality. Like many craft traditions which encourage collaboration and a
division of labor, in almost all of my recent works I seek instances when I can invite other
makers into the process, whether passing on parts of the sewing, contracting the
painting of elements out to my local auto body shop, or embracing machine fabrication.
This team effort in the creation of this work furthers my thinking about the power of the
individual versus and within the group.

Conclusion

Benjamin reminds us that art originates as a part of ritual and that an “artwork’s auratic
mode of existence is never entirely severed from its ritual function.”19 Like the crowds
that return annually in the Fall for football season, I seek a return to an art rooted in ritual
and tradition. I look admiringly at the Gee's Bend quilting collective. Their adherence to
the conventions of quilting, including the use of second hand fabric exclusively and
working within a few common sizes (literally the sizes of actual bedspreads), as well as

Benjamin, Walter. "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility," In The
Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility and Other Writings on Media, (Harvard
University Press, 2008) 22.
19
Benjamin, Walter. "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility," 24.
18
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the communal aspect of the making process, allows them the freedom to improvise and
break norms. The power of the sewn form lies in its inherited classification as craft due to
its historic feminization and domestication. Like Rauschenberg's Bed or the quilts of
Faith Ringgold, these domestic forms recontextualized in the gallery hold the power to
overtly express a political stance while simultaneously flying under the radar due to their
disarmingly inviting nature and connection to ideas of kitsch and cuteness. Artists like
Takashi Murakami and Yoshimoto Nara similarly filter their biting critiques of modern
Japanese and American culture through their coy appropriation of disarming kawaii and
anime aesthetics. Sianne Ngai explains that Murakami’s cute yet menacing character
Mr. DOB “suggests that it is possible for cute objects to be helpless and aggressive at
the same time. One could in fact argue that this paradoxical doubleness is embedded in
the concept of the cute from the start.”20 I see parallels between these artists and the
historical use of songs, riddles, games, and sports to hide subversion through seeming
banality or triviality. Johan Huizinga contends, “In play there is something ‘at play’ which
transcends the immediate needs of life and imparts meaning to the action. All play
means something.”21 The underground railroad song Follow the Drinking Gourd, as a
container of secret messages, operates much like the the pre-fight rhymes and boasts of
Muhammed Ali. Bombastically claiming to be “The Greatest,” Ali addressed less his
opponent and more the crowds of black and brown fans globally that adopted his claims
as fuel in their everyday struggle against discrimination. These examples find a more
recent continuation in the protests of Colin Kaepernick against police brutality during the
national anthem before stepping on the field to play essentially a child’s game.

20

Sianne Ngai, "The Cuteness of the Avant-Garde," (Critical Inquiry, 2005), 823.
Johan Huizinga, “The Nature and Significance of Play as a Cultural Phenomenon," In The
Game Design Reader: The Rules of Play Anthology, (MIT Press, 2006), 97.
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The game in which I heard the G.W. Carver band and cheerleaders chanting “Let me out
my cage!” revealed that we often more cogently express the truth of our situations in life
in the midst of communal recreation, whether cheering from the sidelines for our favorite
team or enjoying a night out with friends. On the surface, those boisterous teens were
simply encouraging their team using the animal symbolism present (that evening the
Carver Rams faced off against the Lake Area Leopards). But screaming “Let me out my
cage!” at the top of their lungs into the night sky spoke poignantly to the obstacles
presented by naive teachers, inattentive or absentee parents, and the very real
discrimination from lawmakers and law enforcement that many of those students face
daily. Like those students, I seek to employ a facade of play and innocence that unfolds
to reveal this more transgressive and transcendent resistance.
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IMAGES

LET ME OUT MY CAGE. 2018. Satin nylon. 66 x 80 in.
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2 Phones. 2018. Charcoal on Canvas, acrylic paint on tackle twill,
recycled billboard vinyl, used clothes. 108 x 70 in.

2 Phones (Maquette). 2017. Collage with graphite and thread. 11.5 x 7.5 in.
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I Want My Spot Back. 2018. Conté on Canvas, acrylic and house paint on patent leather and
recycled billboard vinyl, used clothes and assorted fabrics. 78 x 74 in.
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Never The Same Player. 2018. Automotive paint on foam, plastisol ink on mesh, satin nylon
football pants, and steel. 66 x 72 x 24 in.

Facility. 2018. Recycled billboard vinyl over upholstery foam. 58 x 120 in.
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Installation for KNEEL at the Carroll Gallery, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA. 2018.

Installation for KNEEL at the Carroll Gallery, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA. 2018.
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book, a nonfiction account by journalist Buzz Bissinger.
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others to interpret dreams and Marshall asserts that if a skill as mystical as dream
interpretation can be learned by layman than so can painting.
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Maria Ybarra, Conversation with Artist . July 2017. During a recent residency in Maine, faculty
member Mario Ybarra noticed that things were moving slowly in my studio. He said that a
trick he uses when he is feeling in rut or between big projects is to cover his studio walls
with index cards of vocabulary words connected with what he is working on or hoping to
make. He challenged me to come up with this dictionary of terms for my own work and to
see how these words can be the jumping off point for work in the studio.
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